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The 2009 Addendum to The Scale Steam Locomotive Information Guides,
published by the National Model Railroad Association (NMRA),is an
essential companion for model railroaders, live steamers, and steam
locomotive enthusiasts seeking a comprehensive understanding of steam
locomotive modeling and operation.

Background and Purpose

The original Scale Steam Locomotive Information Guides (SSLI),published
in 1999, established a comprehensive reference for steam locomotive
modeling and operation in scales ranging from HO to large scales such as
1:8. The 2009 Addendum was released to expand upon the original guides,
incorporating advancements in technology, research, and modeling
techniques.

Key Enhancements

The 2009 Addendum introduces several key enhancements to the original
SSLI, including:

Updated Technology and Research

The Addendum incorporates the latest developments in steam locomotive
technology and research, reflecting the advancements made since the
publication of the original guides. It includes discussions on:

Improved boiler designs
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Advanced steam delivery systems

Modern control systems

Expanded Modeling Techniques

The Addendum provides detailed information on new and improved
modeling techniques, enabling hobbyists to achieve greater accuracy and
realism in their steam locomotive models. These techniques cover:

Advanced valve gear modeling

Precision detailing and weathering

Enhanced locomotive sound systems

Additional Historical Information

The Addendum includes extensive historical information on steam
locomotives, delving into their design, development, and operation. It
features:

Profiles of notable locomotive classes

Detailed discussions of locomotive operations

Insights into steam locomotive preservation efforts

Organization and Structure

The 2009 Addendum is organized into three main sections:

Section 1: Steam Locomotive Technology



This section provides an in-depth exploration of steam locomotive
technology, covering topics such as:

Boiler design and operation

Valve gear mechanisms

Steam delivery and distribution

Section 2: Steam Locomotive Modeling

This section focuses on the intricacies of steam locomotive modeling,
including:

Scale selection and modeling considerations

Advanced detailing and weathering techniques

Locomotive sound systems and electronics

Section 3: Steam Locomotive History and Operation

This section delves into the historical significance and operation of steam
locomotives, featuring:

Evolution of steam locomotive design

Operational practices and techniques

Preservation and restoration efforts

Benefits for Enthusiasts

The 2009 Addendum to The Scale Steam Locomotive Information Guides
offers numerous benefits to steam locomotive enthusiasts, including:



Expanded Knowledge and Understanding

The Addendum provides an extensive repository of information on all
aspects of steam locomotive modeling and operation, deepening the
understanding of enthusiasts and enabling them to apply advanced
techniques in their projects.

Improved Modeling Skills

The detailed modeling techniques and tips presented in the Addendum
empower hobbyists to create more accurate, realistic, and aesthetically
pleasing steam locomotive models.

Historical Insights

The Addendum offers a deeper understanding of the history and
significance of steam locomotives, fostering a greater appreciation for
these iconic machines.

Enhanced Enjoyment of Live Steam Modeling

For live steam enthusiasts, the Addendum provides valuable information on
locomotive maintenance, operation, and safety, enhancing their experience
and enjoyment of live steam modeling.

The 2009 Addendum to The Scale Steam Locomotive Information Guides
is an indispensable resource for anyone interested in steam locomotive
modeling and operation. Its wealth of information, combined with the
expertise of the National Model Railroad Association, makes it an essential
companion for hobbyists, live steamers, and steam locomotive enthusiasts
alike.



Whether you are a seasoned modeler or just embarking on your journey
into the world of steam locomotives, the 2009 Addendum offers invaluable
insights, practical guidance, and a deeper appreciation for these
magnificent machines.
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